
ROBOT
MEDI-UVDiThe Remotely operated robot is 

fitted with UV Disinfection 
Lamping system. These are 
operated remotely by an 
operator with the aid of Camera 
feedback. The trolley has a WiFi 
connected with a camera to get 
live Audio-Visuals of the path to 
the control station and interact 
along with the travel , announc-
ing various messages.



Varients of the MEDI-UVDi-Robot

This is a Remotely operated robot is fitted with 

UV Disinfection Lamping system. These are 

operated remotely by an operator with the aid 

of Camera feedback. The trolley has a WiFi 

connected with a camera to get live Audio-Vi-

suals of the path to the control station and 

interact along with the travel, announcing 

various messages.. The Robot has power selec-

tion option to increase the intensity of the UV 

system. Obstruction sensing is provided at the 

front and back for effective driving. Underbody 

Lamps are provided for floor disinfection.

This is a manually maneuvered Trolley is fitted 

with UV Disinfection Lamping system. Many 

versions are lamps are available dependent on 

the applications. These are pulled/pushed by an 

operator. The trolley has power selection 

option to increase the intensity of the UV 

system. Underbody Lamps are provided for 

floor disinfection.

Remotely Controlled MEDI-UVDi Robot

Manual  MEDI-UVDi  Trolley



This is a fully Automated Guided Robot operat-

ed robot is fitted with UV Disinfection Lamping 

system. Robot can go around the pre-selected 

path. Robot can sense the obstruction and act 

accordingly. These are operated automatically  

by a control station with the aid of Cameras 

and high level feedback. Obstruction sensing is 

provided at the front and back for effective 

driving. 

The trolley has a WiFi connected with a camera 

to get live Audio-Visuals of the path to the 

control station and interact along with the 

travel , announcing various messages. The 

Robot has power selection option to increase 

the intensity of the UV system. Underbody 

Lamps are provided for floor disinfection.

Auto Guided MEDI-UVDi Robot
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